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SYNOPSIS

Act I, Scene I – A garden on Mme. Larina’s country estate – Russia, 1810’s
As Mme. Larina, a country widow, prepares preserves with the help of the old nurse Filipyevna, her daughters Tatiana and Olga sing a duet about unrequited love. The older women recall past loves and happiness replaced by habit and duty. A group of peasants return from the harvest and entertain the women with a dance. The peasants’ songs remind Tatiana of romantic dreams, while Olga confesses they make her want to dance. The others notice that Tatiana is greatly moved by the novel she is reading. Larina’s consoling words to her daughter are interrupted by the entrance of Olga’s fiancé, Vladimir Lenski, and his friend Eugene Onegin. Tatiana recognizes in Onegin the personification of her romantic ideals; Olga comments that local gossips will certainly link Onegin and Tatiana romantically; and Onegin remarks to Lenski that he finds Tatiana’s temperateness much more interesting than Olga’s surface gaiety. Onegin engages Tatiana in conversation, while Lenski renews his vows of love to Olga. After they all enter the house, the old nurse notes Tatiana’s agitation.

Act I, Scene II – Tatiana’s room – A few days later
Filipyevna tries to comfort Tatiana with tales of her own arranged marriage. Tatiana finally admits to the old nurse that she has fallen in love and begs to be left alone to write a letter. As she writes, Tatiana confesses that her love for Onegin has been her only thought for days and prays that Onegin will not reject her. As dawn breaks, she puts down her pen. Filipyevna enters to wake her for church and is surprised to find Tatiana is still up. Tatiana begs the old nurse to take the letter to her grandson to deliver to Onegin.

Act I, Scene III – Another part of the gardens of the Larin estate – The next afternoon
A group of young girls picks berries in the distance as Tatiana anticipates Onegin’s visit. She regrets having ever written the letter. Onegin arrives and admits to being touched by her confession, but tells her that love and marriage are thoughts he has set aside.

Act II, Scene I – The ballroom in Mme. Larina’s house – A few weeks later
A ball is in progress celebrating Tatiana’s nameday. As Onegin and Tatiana dance, the gossips comment. Annoyed by their chatter, he resolves to dance with Olga to get even with Lenski for bringing him to the ball. As the waltz ends, Lenski accuses Olga of faithlessness, which she denies. Their argument is interrupted by the entrance of Monsieur Triquet, a Frenchman visiting the village, who sings a couplet in Tatiana’s honor. The dancing resumes with Onegin as Olga’s partner again. The jealous Lenski accuses Onegin of first breaking Tatiana’s heart and then compromising Olga. Before Onegin can calm him down, Lenski challenges him to a duel.

Act II, Scene II – A snow-covered clearing by a stream – Dawn, the next morning
Lenski and his second, Zaretsky, wait for Onegin. Lenski meditates on his past happiness and wonders if Olga will mourn him if it is indeed he who is killed. Onegin enters with his valet, Guillot, who has come to act as his second. Lenski and Onegin hesitate, both regretting their actions, but realize that there is no turning back. Lenski is shot dead by Onegin.

Act III, Scene I – A fashionable ballroom in St. Petersburg – several years later
The guests dance a Polonaise. Onegin contemplates his past actions and present frustration. His attention is drawn to the entrance of Prince Gremin and his new wife, the former Tatiana Larin. Tatiana also recognizes Onegin and, distraught, tries to lose herself among the guests. Gremin proudly extols Tatiana’s quiet gifts and his deep love for her. Tatiana is presented to Onegin. As she leaves, Onegin realizes he loves her and resolves to tell her so.

Act III, Scene II – A reception room in Prince Gremin’s house – The next morning
Tatiana enters with a letter from Onegin, dreading his imminent arrival. When he enters, Tatiana suggests that it is her new position which now attracts Onegin. He begs her forgiveness for his past coldness and entreats her to come away with him. Tatiana refuses, leaving Onegin in despair.

—Jay Lesenger, Stage Director
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DIRECTOR’S NOTES

Alexander Sergeyvich Pushkin’s narrative poem in eight cantos, Eugene Onegin, was written between 1823 and 1831 and has remained one of the most popular novels in Russian literature. It deals with a young country girl whose romantic ideals are shattered by a man who has rejected his own emotions because of disillusionment and ennui.

The idea of turning Pushkin’s novel into an opera was first suggested to Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky in 1877 by Elizaveta Andreyevna Lavrovskaya, a friend and singer, but at first he rejected the idea. After more thought, however, he was attracted by the novel’s “wealth of poetry, human quality and simplicity.” So enthused was Tchaikovsky with the new idea that he set about composing the Letter Scene, using the original Pushkin text before he had received so much as a word from his librettist, Konstantin Shilovsky.

In the Pushkin work, it is a bemused cynic who addresses his story to the “dear reader.” The elimination of this bitter commentary in the opera, along with shortened time lapses between important actions, helps to bring characters into sharper focus. His music changes Onegin from a cold iconoclast to a credible, alive, almost sympathetic young man.

It is of more than passing interest to note certain events that occurred in Tchaikovsky’s personal life during the composition of Eugene Onegin. Early in 1877, Tchaikovsky received a desperate letter from one of his pupils at the Moscow Conservatory, Antonia Ivanovna Milyukova, in which she passionately declared her love for him.

In July of 1877, the composer married the unhappy girl. His motives for such an action can only be conjectured as it is a well documented fact that he did not love her. Perhaps he feared disclosure of his homosexuality. Or perhaps, due to his present involvement with Onegin, he chose to wed her rather than reject her as Onegin had rejected Tatiana. His identification with Tatiana is certain, for Tchaikovsky also searched for romantic ideals untenable in the real world. In a letter to his brother, Modest, he confessed, “I was in love with Tatiana and furious with Onegin for his coldness and heartlessness.”

After only a few months, the marriage ended in emotional upheaval. Work on Onegin was halted for months while the composer recovered from an attempted suicide and a nervous collapse. But with his return to work, the opera was completed with “music [that] comes literally from my innermost being.” Eugene Onegin had its successful world premiere in a student production at the Moscow Conservatory on March 29, 1879. Two years later, the first professional performance took place at the Imperial Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow on January 23, 1881, signaling the royal acceptance of Russian opera over Italian repertory.

—Jay Lesenger, Stage Director
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